
hello!

I AM

BOBBIE

CAVNAR

North Carolina Teacher of the Year

You can find me at: BobbieCavnar.com

@BobbieCavnar



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1At6cNNC_2xF97ATJUJjyMafeDFGQQZpt/view








































17%
Americans who would give US Public 

Schools an A or B grade?

Phi Delta Kappa / Gallup

http://pdkpoll2015.pdkintl.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/pdkpoll47_2015.pdf


77%
American parents who give their child’s 

school an A or B grade?

Phi Delta Kappa / Gallup

http://pdkpoll2015.pdkintl.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/pdkpoll47_2015.pdf


5th
Most educated nation in the world with 42% 

of Americans earning a college degree.

Christian Science Monitor

http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Global-Issues/2012/0927/The-5-most-educated-countries-in-the-world/Russia


19 of 25
Best colleges in the world are American.

Times Higher Education

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/academic-ranking-of-world-universities-2013-released/2006515.article


IT’S ABOUT TRUST
Our nation is experiencing an historic 

distrust of “experts,” including of teachers







How do we KNOW if a 

teacher is good?



High Stakes Testing

● Dozens of new tests

● Bonuses paid only to certain teachers

● Data dictates what and how we teach

● The test is the goal, not a measurement

Measuring Teaching



“If we can’t count it, it 
doesn’t count”



78%
Of 42,000 NC parents surveyed say

THEIR CHILDREN ARE TESTED TOO MUCH



Scripted Teaching

● Teachers read a script for every lesson

● Students complete assignments made by 
the company that created the script

● Mastery of the scripted material is the goal

Dictating Teaching



Teacher 

Shortages

Many experienced teachers are leaving, 

and fewer young people are entering the 

profession..











Change done to me is... 



Change done by me is... 



Teacher shortages 

disproportionately affect 

poor, rural, minority students





Students in high minority and in high poverty schools 

typically have the least effective  teachers



The correlation between poverty and low performance continues to track. 



Remember Education’s 
Purpose

Education is not just job training, it is about 

the founding principal of equality on which 

our nation was founded.



“The object [of my education bill was] to bring 
into action that mass of talents which lies buried 

in poverty in every country for want of the 
means of development, and thus give activity to 

a mass of mind which in proportion to our 
population shall be the double or treble of what 

it is in most countries.

- Thomas Jefferson 1817

“



The purpose of 

public education 

is not just 

economic. It is 

democratic.



thanks!

ANY

QUESTIONS?

You can find me at:

BobbieCavnar.com

@BobbieCavnar


